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Abstract Since the early 1990s, when digitalisation began to open new opportu-

nities for disseminating information, many academic journals started to introduce

online services. However, while some studies suggest that online availability and

free access to journal articles are positively connected to the number of citations an

article receives, little is known about whether being an early adopter of digital

services provides journals with a (long-term) competitive advantage in times of

digital change. We use data from SSCI-listed management journals to examine

which journals pioneered the introduction of digital services, to what extent first-

mover advantages can be identified, and which journal characteristics are associated

with citation-based performance indicators. Our results show that lower ranked

journals were the first to introduce digital services and were beneficiaries of the

digital age. Furthermore, we find a negative correlation between general submission

fees and journal performance and that the top-performing journals of our sample are

those of non-commercial publishers. Our analysis of the relationship between

journal performance and the provision of open access contradicts previous studies,

as we find no positive correlations between performance and open access on the

journal level.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1990s and early 2000s, more and more academic journals have offered

selected content or entire issues online. With the help of modern technologies, this

content can be accessed by a large number of people from any location (Lozano

et al. 2012), making digitalisation a relevant aspect in the context of knowledge

generation (Ding et al. 2010). Digitalisation also changes the behaviour of those

who consume this content (readers), as they can search for specific topics or articles

without having to search through entire journal issues (Lozano et al. 2012). As a

result, readers obtain information from a variety of sources, including print journals,

electronic journals, full-text databases, and e-print servers (Boyce et al. 2004),

which increases the availability but also the complexity of the search process due to

the multitude of possibilities (Turner 2005).

Academic journals, the main focus of our study, are still the premier format for

disseminating academic articles. However, how successful a journal is in terms of

its influence on the academic field largely depends on the quality of its

contributions, which makes it crucial for journals to attract high-ranking authors

and especially high-quality articles. Further aspects in which academic journals

differ from each other and which could be relevant for explaining their success

include their age (Sugimoto et al. 2013), access modalities (Borgman 2008;

Sugimoto et al. 2013), costs (Beverungen et. al. 2012; Craig et al. 2007; De Groote

2008; Siar et al. 2005), and whether they demand submission fees from their

contributors (Asai 2019; Chressanthis and June 1994).

Since high-quality articles are at the centre of the value proposition of academic

journals, editors should also take into account the authors’ behaviour. When looking

for an appropriate journal to submit new research, authors typically weigh various

factors, such as the journals’ prestige and character (Borgman 2008). Publishing in

prestigious journals is particularly important for young academics who want to

establish themselves in the scientific community, while older academics often need

publications in high-level journals to maintain their grants (Larivière et al. 2015)

and reputations. In this context, Ayaita et al. (2019) find that younger researchers

are more prolific in producing journal publications than older cohorts, which might

be due to their need to establish themselves in the academic community and build a

sound basis for an academic career under changed incentives. Heckman and Moktan

(2020) confirm that there is a link between publishing in top journals and receiving

tenure in academic economics departments, even though they criticise that a

scholar’s potential can hardly be judged by only a track record of publications in

journals with a high impact factor. Overall, editors need to keep in mind that many

academics seek to maximise the recognition of their research, for which they must

choose a journal that is visible, easy for readers to access, and that publishes articles

quickly (Borgman 2008). Meeting these needs is essential for academic journals to

compete in an increasingly digitalised competitive environment with rapidly

flowing information.

Furthermore, while authors want to publish and get cited, at the same time, they

seek out others’ academic contributions (Klamer and van Dalen 2002), thus playing
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roles as both contributors and consumers. The roles of these ‘‘actors’’ and others in

the publishing process are vividly summarised by Wineburgh-Freed (2007), who

describes that authors want to increase the impact of their research, commercial

publishers want to increase their profits, libraries hope for relief with lower capacity

requirements and cost reductions, and readers want to find literature easily and

quickly.

Studies show that academic journals’ online offerings are becoming more

relevant. Moreover, various studies examine the customers’ benefits and drawbacks

to acquiring online versus print journals (Williams et al. 2006), the extent of online

publications versus print publications (Mahdavi and Abedi 2014), and the user

frequency of online and print journals (De Groote and Dorsch 2001; Vaughan

2003). The results overall suggest that online offerings are being used more

frequently, although they do not necessarily have lower access costs.

However, less is known about which journals were the first to introduce digital

services and what factors are associated with an academic journal’s (long-term)

performance in the digital age. This paper aims to bridge these gaps by analysing

data on management journals listed in the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI).

Building on the work by Danell et al. (1997) and more recent studies on first-mover

advantages in science (e.g., Newman 2009; Sabatier and Chollet 2017), we

investigate a possible link between the time of introducing digital services and an

academic journal’s success to see whether early adopter have a first-mover

advantage. Furthermore, it is analysed whether the provision of open access

(Atchison and Bull 2015; Asai 2019; Boufarss 2020; Gargouri et al. 2010; Mueller-

Langer and Watt 2013; Pandita 2013; Pinfield et al. 2017), the format of a journal

(print, print and online, online only), and submission fees (Asai 2019; Chressanthis

and June 1994) are associated with journals’ scientific performance. Further

explanatory variables considered include the age of a journal (Sugimoto et al. 2013)

and, relating to the work by Fyfe et al. (2017), whether it belongs to a commercial

publisher, a non-commercial publisher or a university press.

We argue that the digitalisation of the market of publishing scientific research is

still in full swing, as evidenced not least by the fact that there are still numerous

reference libraries and other large (institutional) buyers of print offerings. With a

focus on the journal perspective, we aim to provide a better understanding of how

digitalisation affects the market of publishing scientific research, while, at the same

time, providing journals with a sound basis for making informed future-oriented

decisions for their strategic development.

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 The market of publishing academic research and its digitalisation

The market of publishing academic research is based on interesting mechanisms, by

which universities pay scholars to produce high-level research for academic journals

(for which they also act as reviewers and editors free of charge) to repurchase this

research from publishers, often commercial publishers (Beverungen et al. 2012;
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McGuigan and Russell 2008; de Zepetnek and Jia 2014). Universities, including

their researchers and libraries, on the one hand and academic journals as well as

their publishers on the other hand can thus be identified as the main market players,

with universities and scholars acting as both producers and consumers of academic

research (McGuigan and Russell 2008; Schauder 1994).

On the provider site, most academic journals are published by large commercial

publishers (Bourfarss 2020; Fyfe et al. 2017). Commercial publishers charge

considerably more for journals than non-commercial publishers and university

presses (Bergstrom et al. 2014; Bergstrom and Bergstrom 2004; Dewatripont et al.

2007; Liebowitz 1985; Marks et al. 1991), which is not necessarily reflected in the

quality of their journals (Bergstrom and Bergstrom 2004). In addition, the merging

of publishers has been identified as a price-driving factor, as an increased number of

journal portfolios allows prices to be determined more independently (McCabe

2001, 2002). Larivière et al. (2015) show that digitalisation has helped large

publishers to increase their share of published output. According to Larivière et al.

(2015), over 50% of all academic articles published in 2013 were from the top five

publishers (Reed-Elsevier, Sage Publications, Springer, Taylor & Francis, Wiley-

Blackwell), with over 70% of the published articles being from the social sciences.

In this context, it should be noted that a combined print and electronic environment

appears to be the most costly option (Turner 2005).

While it is widely accepted that journals appear online (Montgomery and King

2002; Nicholas et al. 2010; Schonfeld 2011), it is up for discussion whether they

should be cheaper than their printed equivalents (Odlyzko 1998). Siar et al. (2005)

stress that there is a wide range of options for pricing journals, which is challenging

for both librarians and publishers. Some traditional publishers claim that switching

from print to an electronic format can lead to cost savings of around 30%, mainly

through reduced printing and mailing costs (Odlyzko 1998). However, the market

shows that there is little difference in the price between printed and electronic

journals (Odlyzko 1998). Both formats have their cost base, with electronic journals

requiring access and technology, while print journals need, amongst other things,

extensive storage and shelving (Turner 2005). Montgomery and King (2002)

suggest that electronic journals are more cost-effective on a per-use basis than print

journals when all costs are considered.

Even though large publishers still have a lot of control over the market,

increasing digitalisation has allowed new players to enter the market. These new

competitors include providers such as Serial Solutions, 360 Link, and Ex Libris’

SFX, which offer ‘‘online linking to full text via third-party link-resolution

services’’ (Stuart et al. 2015, p. 52). Furthermore, there are an increasing number of

digital platforms such as EBSCO, Elsevier, Ebook Library (EBL), Introtrieve, and

Ingenta, which provide key benefits like a wide range of (possible) offerings, cost-

saving potential, and the opportunity to generate accurate user statistics (Schell et al.

2010). Electronic journal collections are becoming more widely accepted and used

(Montgomery and King 2002).

Historically, online publications represent a step on a longer lasting path, as

previously demonstrated by a shift from contextualised monographs to scholarly

articles (Evans 2008; McCabe 2002). Especially since the 1990s, however,
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academic publishing has evolved rapidly from a paper-based system to a digital

system where money is increasingly earned through licensing online access to

journals or selected content (Bergstrom and Bergstrom 2004; Schell et al. 2010). As

the number of articles available online increases, consumers have much less need to

use reference libraries as a means to access articles (Davidson 2005). Instead,

reference libraries are being replaced with online libraries that do not necessarily

have to be linked to a reference library (Davidson 2005). When most journals were

only available in print, many libraries offered open browsing of their collections,

which has become less common in the digital age (Davidson 2005).

It should be mentioned that academic journals are not leading the way in

digitalisation, but that corresponding developments are taking place across the

entire media landscape. For example, Åkesson et al. (2018) shed light on the

longstanding struggle of a major Swedish newspaper to switch from an old paper-

based system to new digital technologies. Newspapers were also used to examine

selected digitalisation-related aspects such as hyperlinking (Weber and Monge

2017). Even though the focus of this study is on academic journals, which cannot be

directly compared to newspapers, we think that it makes sense for journal managers

to observe the development of neighbouring industries to draw strategic conclusions

for their own journal.

To identify future-oriented strategic measures for a journal, journal managers

must also know the behaviour of authors and consumers of academic research and

how their behaviour develops over time (Groesser 2012). Based on the

ScienceDirect database, Nicholas et al. (2010) show that e-journals are not only

in high demand but also that about 5% of the journals account for more than a third

of all page views. This suggests that the provision of digital services can explain

only part, if any, of an academic journal’s attractiveness. As mentioned above,

scholars act simultaneously as consumers (readers) and producers of academic

research. When selecting a suitable journal for the publication of academic articles,

authors pay a particular attention to the thematic consistency, quality, publication

speed, and whether the journal has an open access (OA) option, whereby journals

with high impact factors tend to have higher application costs (Solomon and Björk

2012). Watson et al. (2012) find that many authors are increasingly interested in

publishing quickly and being listed in large databases. In particular, lesser known

authors can use IT as a balancing force to increase their productivity and take

advantage of an increased number of opportunities for collaboration (Ding et al.

2010), the latter being particularly helpful if senior researchers or even professors

get involved (Di Vaio et al. 2012).

Furthermore, authors’ reading (consuming) behaviour becomes visible through

their citation behaviour, since the citations show which journals and articles are the

focus of the authors’ attention. Citation behaviour is used, for example, by De

Groote (2008), who examines whether online journals receive more or fewer

citations than print journals. As her data basis, she uses a university in Chicago with

an urban and a rural campus. Her results show that authors on the urban campus

cited both online and print journals to similar extents, while authors on the rural

campus cited significantly fewer print journals. Since an online offer is meanwhile
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common, the strategic question for journals today is probably at which geographical

locations it still makes sense to offer print editions.

Not all readers of academic literature write their own contributions, which makes

their reading behaviour difficult to grasp. In this context, an indicator of reading

behaviour might be the frequency of use of different sources, which is often

recorded by libraries. Vaughan (2003), for example, applies usage statistics from a

university library to investigate the short-term effects of online availability on the

use of print journals. The results show that the use of print journals roughly halved

during the observation period from 1999 to 2001 (Vaughan 2003). Williams et al.

(2006) investigate the advantages and disadvantages of buying online vs. print

journals and find that readers increasingly prefer access to online journals. The

majority of online journal articles are now published in the two formats HTML and

PDF, with the HTML format often containing hyperlinks from one article to another

(Davidson 2005). These links increase the wealth of information for readers and

allow them to immediately verify the accuracy of the content cited (Davidson 2005).

However, a significant disadvantage of increasing the efficiency of online

searches with hyperlinking is that the results may be channelled through a filter of

prevailing opinions (Evans 2008). This is supported by a study by Evans (2008),

based on 34 million articles and their citations, which shows that as the prevalence

of online issues increases, more recent sources are cited from a smaller number of

journals and articles. Similar to internet platforms such as Facebook, an information

bubble could emerge, in which opposing views are systematically excluded. A

related problem is that authors preferably use frequently cited articles that come

from a relatively small number of (highly ranked) journals (Evans 2008), which also

can contribute to an information bubble. This becomes even more problematic for

lower ranked journals, because for authors to overcome the barriers to publishing in

high-ranking journals, they must base their literature review on the most frequently

cited articles and play according to the rules of the market (Collin et al. 1996).

As a remedy, Beverungen et al. (2012) consider taking publishers out of the game

and placing journals (which should be accessible online and provide OA options)

under the direct control of the editorial board. However, they also critically note that

in a world of online publications, it becomes more difficult to distinguish between

journals of good and bad quality, such that the price of access to academic articles

could remain a relevant indicator (Beverungen et al. 2012) and well-known

publishers serve as a costly signal of good-quality journals.

2.2 Online availability and open access

Before discussing online availability and OA of written content in more detail, the

terms should be differentiated. There are two main reasons why online availability

is not necessarily synonymous with a large group of users having access to online

content. The first reason is that access to the internet is a prerequisite. While this has

become a rather historical aspect in many places, access to the internet was not a

matter of course in the early years of digitalisation and is still not a matter of course

in some parts of the world. Second, financial restrictions in the form of subscription

fees play a role (Craig et al. 2007; Jeon and Rochet 2010). In most cases, they are
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covered by institutions such as universities, with which one must be connected to

benefit from the licenses.

For many years now, searching for content has not required the use of electronic

search terminals in libraries. Instead, meta search engines such as Google Scholar

have been established, which can be used free of charge and independently of

location. In this context, Brophy and Bawden (2005) stress that Google offers

immediate access to a large proportion of full-text material, which puts it in serious

competition with libraries. Another advantage of meta search engines is that they

provide a consistent user face which makes it easier to find literature and combine

the results of different search engines (Lawrence and Giles 1999). In addition, meta

search engines can be used to find so-called ‘‘grey literature’’, which is less visible

than journal articles (Goodrum et al. 2001), but can have the advantage of providing

very up-to-date insights.

Regardless of the access modalities, most academic journals from various

disciplines are available online (Borgman 2008), with the online version of the

articles being published on average 3 months before the print version (Das and Das

2006). The amount of online content that an academic journal offers varies widely,

where younger journals are more often only available in the online format while

older journals sometimes only put a selection of older issues online (Borgman

2008). The fact that there are still print-only journals may be because of economic

reasons. For example, third-party providers such as the subscription journal

archiving service Muse can offer their members OA to online issues (Davidson

2005). If a user group belongs to the customer base of a journal, this can lead

customers to cancel their subscriptions (Davidson 2005). Thus, when readers have

no incentive to pay for an individual subscription, because they can use full online

access through institutional providers (Davidson 2005), some journals may find it

economically beneficial to offer no online content and retain their print-only status.

In addition to economic considerations, academic journals have an interest in

obtaining a high number of citations to increase their visibility and citation-based

success indicators like the impact factor or immediacy index. While Lawrence

(2001) finds a positive correlation between online availability and citation rates,

Anderson et al. (2001) show that online-only peer-reviewed content is cited at an

average rate, so that online availability alone does not seem sufficient for explaining

increased citation rates. In this context, a closer look at the topic of OA seems

reasonable, since free access to written content might be a relevant component in

explaining citation frequencies.

OA is a noteworthy development (Boufarss 2020) that influences the workflow in

academic journals, their credibility, indexability, and quality (Gasparyan et al.

2013). OA can be offered by academic journals, either generally or for selected

articles often depending on a fee by the authors, or by authors themselves who give

free access on the internet to a version of their article (Björk et al. 2010).

Demanding fees from authors enables journals to offer articles free of charge (Jeon

and Rochet 2010), which increases their likelihood of getting read and cited. Laakso

et al. (2011) show a rapid increase in OA publications from 1993 to 2009, which can

be divided into OA’s pioneering years (1993–1999), innovation years (2000–2004),

and consolidation years (2005–2009). According to Davidson (2005), the OA
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movement is now generally committed to making all articles freely available online

6 months after their publication. Björk et al. (2010) show that OA already has a

significantly positive effect on the accessibility of academic literature.

In addition to accessibility, the influence of OA on the citation rates of academic

publications is of interest (Borgman 2008). Bernius and Hanauske (2009) suggest

that if two authors publish articles of similar quality, OA leads to increased citations

as OA articles are on average read and downloaded more frequently than charged

articles. Eysenbach (2006) confirms that OA articles are more quickly noticed and

cited than non-OA articles in the same journals. However, Gaulé and Maystre

(2011) doubt the result of Eysenbach (2006) and other cross-sectional studies and

address probable sources of endogeneity. They conclude that high-level articles are

more likely to be submitted as OA articles to hybrid journals that offer an OA

option. Pinfield et al. (2017) point in a similar direction as they find a positive

correlation between a journal’s price and its impact factor.

2.3 Success indicators of academic journals

When considering the success of academic journals, economic success (e.g., number

of subscribers) should be differentiated from scientific success (e.g., number of

citations), whereby both types of success are probably correlated. We focus our

study on the scientific success of academic journals, for which we use the well-

established practice of citation analysis (Azar and Brock 2008; Magri and Solari

1996; Todorov and Glänzel 1988). In this context, citations are used to measure the

recognition of both individual publications and journals (Borgman 2008).

Even though citation analysis is fundamentally based on an error-prone technical

matching process in which citing sources and cited sources are identified (van Raan

2005), citation-based measures such as the impact factor and immediacy index (see

Table 1 below) are widely used to evaluate scientific output (Abramo et al. 2019;

Borokhovich et al. 1999; Groesser 2012; Krell 2012; Thelwall 2012). According to

Krell (2012), the impact factor is particularly common in journal-focused analyses,

which is reasonable, since the number of citable items is taken into account in the

calculation (see Table 1). However, Atchison and Bull (2015) point out that the

impact factor has limitations, e.g., that it can be strongly influenced by a small

number of frequently cited articles. To alleviate this problem, it is advisable to use

the average value of the impact factor over, for example, a 5-year period.

Furthermore, Todorov and Glänzel (1988) stress that citation-based measures

strongly depend on the citation practices established in a field, so that only journals

within a specific field should be compared.

The Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) is an established source for the

collection of citation-based success indicators, as it makes data available on an

annual level and differentiated by thematic fields (Borokhovich et al. 1999; Todorov

and Glänzel 1988). Respective data can be retrieved, for example, from Thomson

Reuter’s Web of Science (Azar and Brock 2008; Borgman 2008).
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3 Empirical investigation

3.1 Hypotheses

To measure how online availability and OA are associated with citation-based

performance indicators, previous studies have focused on the article level or single

journal issues without investigating journals overall (McCabe and Snyder 2015).

We contribute to the existing literature by conducting a journal-level analysis with a

focus on the (long-term) citation-based performance in the digital age.

We start by investigating who pioneered the introduction of digital services and

whether it was advantageous for journals to be a first mover. This aspect is relevant

as more and more journals have introduced digital services over time, such that this

is not a unique selling proposition in the long run. Furthermore, online availability is

not synonymous with a large group of users having access to this content (see

Sect. 2.2. above). Digital services were not part of the traditional business model of

established (top) journals, which gives reason to believe that it was the smaller and

less established journals in particular that first introduced online services.

Accordingly, we formulate our first hypothesis:

Table 1 List of variables

Variable name Definition

Dependent

variables

Immediacy

index

The immediacy index is the average number of times articles in a journal are cited in

the year they are published

Impact factor The impact factor is defined as all citations in the current year to scholarly items by a

journal published in the previous two years, divided by the total number of

scholarly items (these comprise articles, reviews, and proceedings papers)

published in the journal in the previous two years

Explanatory

variables

Access

category

Categorical variable equal to 0 if no open access is being offered at all, equal to 1 if

all issues and articles are freely available, and equal to 2 if open access is provided

only for selected issues or articles

Digital services Categorical variable equal to 1 if the journal is amongst the first to introduce digital

services (before 1996), equal to 2 if it is a follower (1996–2000), and equal to 3 if

it is a late mover (2001–2016)

First edition The year in which a journal published its first edition

Journal

category

Categorical variable equal to 1 if it is an online journal, equal to 2 if the journal is

available in both print and online, and equal to 3 if it is a print-only journal

Publisher

category

Categorical variable equal to 1 if a journal has a commercial publisher, equal to 2 if it

has a non-commercial publisher, and equal to 3 if the publisher is a university

press

Submission

fees

Categorical variable equal to 0 if the journal has no submission fees at all, equal to 1

if a submission fee is always required, and equal to 2 if a fee has to be paid only if

the authors want their article to be freely available on the internet
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H1 The lower the performance of journals, the more likely they are to have

pioneered the introduction of digital services.

However, even if the group of today’s top journals is not necessarily associated

with an early introduction of digital services, it is possible that early provision of

digital services helped less successful journals to increase their performance. This is

supported by the fact that early movers laid the foundation for a future-ready digital

strategy, whereas established (top) journals only slowly started to change their

traditional business model. Consequently, there is reason to believe that early mover

journals have been able to reduce the performance gap with their established

competitors over time. Therefore, our second hypothesis is as follows:

H2 The lower the performance of journals, the more digitalisation has helped

them narrow the performance gap with their competitors.

Given that not only digital services but also OA are not part of the traditional

business model of established academic journals and that many scholars have

institutional access to charged content, we expect that OA journals are not amongst

today’s top performers, and we formulate our third hypothesis:

H3 If journals provide paid access, then they likely perform better than OA

journals.

Considering that free access to highly published contributions has become

increasingly valuable in the digital age and fees for an OA option have become

more and more common, we follow Gaulé and Maystre (2011) and expect a positive

correlation between fees for an OA option and journal performance. Contrary to the

results provided by Chressanthis and Chressanthis (1994), we also expect that the

willingness to pay general submission fees is low, especially for high-level research.

Accordingly, we formulate our fourth hypothesis:

H4 If journals do not charge submission fees or only charge for an OA option,

then they likely perform better than journals that charge general submission fees.

Finally, although the market of publishing scientific research seems to be

dominated by a small number of large commercial publishers (see Sect. 2.1), some

academic associations publish older journals of higher reputation. In a way,

commercial publishers cannot earn that much when they operate in direct

competition with other publishers that lack the profit motif, such that the former

fill the spots left by the later. However, there are many spots to fill with more and

more scholars and written articles. Our fifth hypothesis is as follows:

H5 If a journal is from a non-commercial publisher, then it likely performs better

than journals from commercial publishers.

3.2 Data

Our research is based on the 194 SSCI-listed journals in the field of management in

2016. We focus our investigation on the management discipline, because it provides

a fertile field for measuring digitalisation effects (McCabe and Snyder 2015) and is
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in line with our research focus. ‘‘Harder’’ scientific disciplines may be less

interesting for studying digitalisation effects, as they are often funded with large

grants, and the access costs are comparatively low (McCabe and Snyder 2015).

Scientific indicators have been documented for many years, for example, in the

Science Citation Index (SCI) back to 1900, the Social Sciences Citation Index

(SSCI) back to 1956, and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI) back to

1975 (Borgman 2008), and are now available over the Web of Science by Thomson

Reuters. The Scimago Journal and Country Rank database was used, for example,

by Watson et al. (2012), and the Scimago Journal Rank (SJR) indicator has been

recommended by González-Pereira et al. (2010) for measuring the scientific prestige

of a journal. However, these data can only be traced back to 1999. Since the shift

from print to electronic format took place mainly in the 1990s, an adequate analysis

requires data from earlier years.

To establish a mostly complete record for the period from 1989 to 2016, we

supplemented the data from Thomson Reuters and Scimago with hand-collected

data from Journal Citation Reports for social science journals stored in German

university archives. To obtain data on the shift from print to digital formats, we

investigated the journals’ archives. The changeover from print to online was

identified by examining up to which year scanned articles were uploaded instead of

digital formats. The first year in which a machine-generated digital format was

made available instead of a scanned article was taken as the changeover year of the

respective journal. A missing value was entered if we could not get access to the

contents of a journal or if it was not clearly identifiable whether it was a machine-

generated digital article or a scan. Since, in many cases, it was not possible to

determine retrospectively from when OA was offered (if at all), we decided to use a

time-invariant categorical variable indicating the access modalities. Setting a date

based on the content available today could easily lead to biases, as articles could

have been made freely available retroactively at a later date. The same applies to the

variable submission fees, where it is similarly difficult to determine time variances

retrospectively. Data on submission fees were obtained from the journals’ websites,

where this information is typically included in the authors’ guidelines.

Table 1 shows a list of the variables collected, including their definitions. The

respective summary statistics (considering the whole period) are presented in

Table 2, which are restricted to the year 2016 in Table 3.

3.3 Method

We follow Borokhovich et al. (1999) and use both the impact factor and the

immediacy index as our dependent variables. A particular focus is on the impact

factor, as it is a relative measure taking into account the number of citable items (see

Sect. 2.3). It should be noted that the total number of citations shows fluctuations, as

journals are added to and removed from the journal list over time. This also

influences the citation-based impact factor and the immediacy index, whereby the

article-based calculation mitigates the effect. In case of the impact factor, the effect

is additionally mitigated by the 2-year reference base.
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Furthermore, because Magri and Solari (1996) showed that a substantial

heterogeneity in citations exists between journals over time, which was revealed by

a considerable asymmetry of the frequency distributions, we control for this

phenomenon by conducting a journal-level analysis. According to McCabe and

Snyder (2015), many previous studies have overestimated the effect of online

availability or OA on citations, because they did not control for the journal quality.

To measure the connection between our journal-level explanatory variables and

the journals’ performance, we run two separate regressions, one with the impact

factor and another with the immediacy index as the dependent variable. Since our

explanatory variables are time invariant (at least in our data) and, therefore, not

suitable for fixed effects models, we conduct a cross-sectional analysis for the year

Table 2 Summary statistics (whole period)

Mean SD

(Overall)

SD

(Between)

SD

(Within)

Min Max No

journals

No.

Obs

Dependent variables

Immediacy index 0.28 0.32 0.21 0.26 0.01 3.70 194 2189

Impact factor 1.38 1.23 0.97 0.80 0.02 11.12 192 2523

Explanatory variables

Access category

No OA 0.09 0.28 0.28 0.00 0 1 176 4928

OA (general) 0.04 0.21 0.21 0.00 0 1 176 4928

OA for selected

content

0.87 0.34 0.34 0.00 0 1 176 4928

Digital services

First mover 0.08 0.28 0.28 0.00 0 1 169 4732

Follower 0.53 0.50 0.50 0.00 0 1 169 4732

Late mover 0.39 0.49 0.49 0.00 0 1 169 4732

First edition (year) 1985.48 16.30 16.34 0.00 1917 2014 186 5208

Journal category

Online 0.02 0.15 0.18 0.00 0 1 171 3976

Online and print 0.68 0.47 0.24 0.42 0 1 171 3976

Print 0.30 0.46 0.21 0.42 0 1 171 3976

Publisher category

Commercial

publisher

0.87 0.34 0.34 0.00 0 1 189 5292

Non-commercial

publisher

0.05 0.21 0.21 0.00 0 1 189 5292

University press 0.08 0.28 0.28 0.00 0 1 189 5292

Submission fees

No fees 0.16 0.37 0.37 0.00 0 1 163 4564

General fees 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.00 0 1 163 4564

Fees for OA 0.81 0.39 0.39 0.00 0 1 163 4564
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2016. Due to the volatility of the citation-based dependent variables, we calculated

the 5-year means (2012–2016) of the impact factor and immediacy index per journal

and used these for the regressions. Besides a variable (digital services) indicating

the introduction of digital services (H1 and H2), we follow Watson et al. (2012) for

the selection of our explanatory variables: We include a variable (access category)

indicating whether a journal provides OA to all or selected content (H3), a variable

(submission fees) indicating whether a journal charges submission fees (H4), and a

variable (publisher category) containing information about the respective publisher

(H5). We additionally control for the journals’ age, measured by the year of their

first published edition (first edition), and whether the journal is online, print or both

(journal category).

The baseline equation for our regression analysis is:

Table 3 Summary statistics (year 2016)

Mean SD Min Max No journals

Dependent variables

Immediacy index (5-year mean) 0.33 0.25 0.03 1.39 194

Impact factor (5-year mean) 1.73 1.35 0.06 8.01 192

Explanatory variables

Access category

No OA 0.08 0.28 0 1 176

OA (general) 0.05 0.21 0 1 176

OA for selected content 0.87 0.34 0 1 176

Digital services

First mover 0.08 0.28 0 1 169

Follower 0.53 0.50 0 1 169

Late mover 0.39 0.49 0 1 169

First edition (year) 1985.48 16.34 1917 2014 186

Journal category

Online 0.04 0.19 0 1 169

Online and print 0.96 0.19 0 1 169

Print

Publisher category

Commercial publisher 0.87 0.34 0 1 189

Non-commercial publisher 0.05 0.21 0 1 189

University press 0.08 0.28 0 1 189

Submission fees

No fees 0.16 0.37 0 1 163

General fees 0.03 0.17 0 1 163

Fees for OA 0.81 0.39 0 1 163
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Successi ¼ aþ access categoryib1 þ digital servicesib2 þ first editionib3
þ journal categoryib4 þ publisher categoryib5
þ submission feesib6 þ li;

ð1Þ

where Successi is the dependent variable representing either the 5-year mean impact

factor (2012–2016) of journal i or its 5-year mean immediacy index, and li is the
error term.

As the explanatory variables of interest are time invariant, we additionally apply

descriptive analyses to examine our hypotheses and generate insights into the

journals’ performance over time. For this purpose, we use illustrations in which we

show the journals’ impact factor over time, differentiated by the journal categories

defined in our explanatory variables (see Sect. 6.1).

4 Results

4.1 Descriptive results

In the first step of our descriptive analysis, we examine the introduction of digital

services into the field of academic journals, for which we distinguish between print

journals, journals with combined print and online services, and online journals.

Figure 1 shows the number of journals offering services of the categories ‘‘online

Fig. 1 Publication types of journals over time
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only’’, ‘‘online and print’’, and ‘‘print only’’ over time. It can be observed that the

first journals began introducing online services in the early 1990s. There was a

particularly sharp increase in the years after 1996, which levelled off slowly from

the 2000s onwards. A contrary trend can be observed in ‘‘print only’’ services,

which declined rapidly from 1996 onwards and almost disappeared in the course of

the 2000s, which is in line with De Groote (2008) and Vaughan (2003). In our

sample, the group of journals that offer their content exclusively online is small.

As a first step to investigate whether lower performing journals were the early

movers (as stated in hypothesis H1), we defined three groups of journals based on

the mean impact factor relative to all observed journals in the SSCI, which is a

positive selection by itself, because it excludes, for example, predatory journals that

are often OA (and mostly take publication fees instead of submission fees): lower

class (B 25 percentile), middle class (between 25 and 75 percentiles), and upper

class (C 75 percentile). We created the journal classes based on the average impact

factor of the entire period to avoid multiple counting of journals with significant

changes in the impact factor over time. Figure 2 shows how many journals of the

three categories introduced online services in each year of our observation period. It

shows that most journals in all three categories have offered digital services since

around 1998. The earliest date for online services in our sample was 1989 for a

lower class journal, followed by one middle class in 1991. Accordingly, Fig. 2

indicates descriptively that lower and middle class journals indeed pioneered the

introduction of digital services, whereas the number of upper class journals offering

Fig. 2 Number of journals introducing digital services by journal class
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online services began to rise somewhat later. However, as there are relatively few

data points for this period, the robustness and generalisability are limited.

To determine whether early introduction of digital services helped lower and

middle class journals to reduce their performance gap with the top journals (H2), we

created three journal categories: First movers (introduction of online services before

1996), followers (introduction of online services between 1996 and 2000), and late

movers (introduction of online services from 2001), and we analysed their impact

factors (see Fig. 3). The mean impact factor over time shows no discernible

differences in the time trend of first movers, followers, and late movers. However,

the group of early movers consists mainly of lower and middle class journals, while

late movers seem to be the top performers, which supports our hypothesis H1. The

followers group initially had a mean impact factor between the first movers and the

late movers. This corresponds to Fig. 2. However, the initial top performers could

not maintain their lead over time. Especially, since the beginning of the 2000s, the

first movers increased their mean impact factor significantly, while the followers

reached or even overtook the impact of the late movers, which is in line with our

hypothesis H2. To examine to what extent Fig. 3 could be distorted by a very

different number of journals within the three categories, we add Table 4 with the

corresponding frequencies. This reveals that the first-mover category comprises a

total of 14 journals, of which only one is an upper-class journal. This has to be taken

into account when interpreting the results.

The relationship between the journals’ mean impact factor and their access

modalities over time is shown in Fig. 4. A total of 17 journals with paid access,

Fig. 3 Mean impact factor of journals by introduction of online services
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eight with general OA and 153 with OA for selected content are included. The high

number of journals offering OA for selected content must be taken into account

when interpreting the results. Accordingly, it can be observed that journals with

charged access stand out positively in accordance with hypothesis H3.

Figure 5 shows the mean impact factor of journals that charge general

submission fees, journals that charge fees for an OA option, and journals that do

not charge submission fees. Our sample includes 25 journals without submission

fees, five journals with submission fees, and 133 journals that charge fees for an OA

option. Journals not charging submission fees have the highest mean impact factor

over time. However, Fig. 4 also shows that journals charging fees for an OA option

have developed very positively and, at the end of the observation period, are almost

on par with journals not charging any fees. On average, journals levying submission

fees show the lowest impact factor in accordance with hypothesis H4. However,

data for this category are retrievable only from 1997 onwards.

Table 4 Matrix of journal classes and first online services

Online before 1996 Online between 1996 and 2000 Online after 2000

Upper class journals 1 23 19

Middle class journals 7 55 33

Lower class journals 6 12 13

Fig. 4 Mean impact factor by access category
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Fig. 5 Mean impact factor by submission fees

Fig. 6 Mean impact factor by publisher category
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Figure 6 shows the mean impact factor of journals whose publishers are

commercial, non-commercial, or university presses (H5). In total, our sample

includes 149 journals associated with commercial publishers, 9 with non-

commercial publishers (excluding university presses), and 12 with university

presses. When interpreting the results, these different numbers must be taken into

account. While journals associated with university presses where the top performers

until around 1999, their mean impact factor decreased considerably in the following

years and fell below the mean impact factor of journals associated with (other) non-

commercial publishers in 2002. Interestingly, the journals linked to commercial

publishers have generally had a relatively low mean impact factor, in line with our

hypothesis H5, but in 2008, this increased above the performance of journals related

to university presses.

Looking at possible connections between journals charging fees for accessing or

submitting articles and type of publisher (commercial, non-commercial, or

university press), it appears that not only commercial but also non-commercial

publishers and university presses are associated with journals that charge fees.

Accordingly, a separate analysis of the relationship between the journals’

performance and publishers is necessary and cannot be derived from Fig. 6 alone.

4.1.1 Regression results

In addition to our descriptive analysis, we use regression analyses to examine the

connection between our explanatory variables and the journals’ academic success

indicators. Table 5 shows the results of two regression models with the 5-year mean

(2012–2016) impact factor and immediacy index as the dependent variables.

Summary statistics of the journals included in the regressions are summarised in

Table 6 in the Appendix.

As can be seen from Table 5, there are significantly positive coefficients for

followers and late movers in both models, indicating that they perform better than

early movers (which form the reference category). Accordingly, this result supports

our hypothesis H1 and shows that lower performing journals pioneered the

introduction of digital services. However, the results of mean-comparison tests

indicate no statistically significant difference between the performance of followers

and late movers (p value 0.91 for impact factor, p value 0.63 for immediacy index).

Contradicting previous studies, we find no significant correlations between the

provision of OA and performance indicators on the journal level. Accordingly, our

hypothesis H3 cannot be evidenced based on the regression results. However, we

find significantly positive coefficients for journals charging no submission fees or

for OA only, which supports our hypothesis H4. Accordingly, these journals

perform better than those charging general submission fees (which form the

reference category in our regressions). A mean-comparison test additionally reveals,

at least when considering the five-year mean impact factor, that journals without

submission fees perform better than those charging fees for an OA option (p value

0.01). However, we find no statistically significant difference based on the 5-year

mean immediacy index (p value of 0.14). Our regression results show that journals

that offer online and print services perform better than online journals, whereby the
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Table 5 Regression results

(1) (2)

Dependent variables 5-year mean impact

factor

5-year mean immediacy

index

Explanatory variables

Access category

OA (general) - 0.357 - 0.032

(0.889) (0.127)

OA for selected content - 0.644 - 0.089

(1.003) (0.127)

Digital services

Follower (1996–2000) 0.758*** 0.159***

(0.212) (0.049)

Late mover (2001–2016) 0.697*** 0.132***

(0.213) (0.050)

First edition (year) - 0.013* - 0.001

(0.008) (0.001)

Journal category (reference category: online)

Online and print 0.881*** 0.114*

(0.223) (0.067)

Publisher category (reference category:

commercial publisher)

Non-commercial 1.817* 0.271*

(1.063) (0.154)

University press - 0.725 - 0.038

(0.446) (0.075)

Submission fees (reference category: general fees)

No fees 1.551*** 0.266***

(0.584) (0.083)

Fees for OA 1.413** 0.273***

(0.618) (0.090)

_cons 25.827* 1.684

(15.052) (2.755)

R2 0.235 0.101

P 0.000 0.000

N 147 147

This table presents the results of linear regressions for the year 2016. Robust standard errors are reported

(in parentheses)

*Denotes significance at the 10% level

**At the 5% level, and

***At the 1% level
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small number of online journals and the fact that there are no print journals as a

reference category should be taken into account. The significantly positive

coefficients for non-commercial publishers indicate that journals linked to non-

commercial publishers perform better than those from commercial publishers

(reference category), which confirms our hypothesis H5 and is in line with our

descriptive analysis (see Fig. 6).

5 Discussion and implications

5.1 Discussion of the descriptive results

Our descriptive analysis of the market launch and development of digital services in

the field of academic journals reveals that the first journals in our sample began

offering digital content in the mid-1990s. Interestingly, we have very few

observations of online-only journals, the number of which has not increased

significantly over time. This may be due to economic reasons, as most libraries and

many institutional customers purchase online and print services. This is the most

costly option (Turner 2005), but allows journals to earn twice with the same content

or also to price discriminate. Furthermore, our data support the assumption of

Davidson (2005) that scientific information is likely to become fully electronic, as

not a single journal in our sample has offered print-only services since about 2005.

In view of the high costs for customers, an interesting question is to what extent

combined print and online services are a long-term business model. In addition to

the high costs, reference libraries are losing relevance as a medium for accessing

literature (Davidson 2005), which gives reason to assume that the number of online-

only services will increase in the future.

We find that the group of first movers consists mainly of lower and middle class

journals, which supports our hypothesis H1. In line with our hypothesis H2, the later

entry of upper class journals does not seem to have been an advantage in the long

run, as first movers have been able to improve their performance, especially since

the early 2000s and, measured by their impact factor, have almost caught up with

the former top performers or, in the case of the followers, have even overtaken

them.

According to Laakso et al. (2011), the number of OA publications has increased

considerably between 1993 and 2009 and, according to Hanauske et al. (2007), OA

publications are read and downloaded more frequently than charged publications.

However, our descriptive analysis reveals that journals with charged access perform

best over the entire observation period, which is in line with our hypothesis H3 and

supports Wang et al. (2019), who doubt a positive influence of OA on journal

performance. In our sample, the mean impact factor of journals that offer services

without fees and of journals that make only part of their contents freely available

have developed similarly over time, whereas pure OA journals have only made up a

relatively small subgroup.

An interesting question regarding OA is why established (top) journals have, so

far, tended not to offer OA. One possible explanation is that OA challenges the
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foundation of the business model of established journals (Björk 2004), such that the

introduction of free services may in many cases be linked to deeper strategic

changes. Another aspect is that scholars tend to associate OA journals with rather

low prestige and a lack of peer review, although this is not necessarily confirmed in

practice (Xia 2010). The danger of losing exclusivity, even if it is only perceived as

such, could therefore be a braking factor alongside the strategic heavy-lift. The

peer-review process is a crucial element of the (perceived) exclusivity of a journal,

and the journal quality might be at risk if publishers are forced to provide OA (Björk

et al. 2010; Falagas 2007). If a journal decides to implement OA, it is recommended

to make the peer-review process as transparent as possible, as high transparency is

associated with high process quality (Wicherts 2016).

Figure 5 supports our hypothesis H4 and shows that journals which charge

general submission fees perform worst. However, there is no clear downward trend,

which suggests that the willingness to pay general submission fees for high-level

contributions has been low for many years. In contrast, there is a positive trend in

the performance of journals that charge fees only for an OA option. Since their

performance has developed even better than that of journals not changing any fees,

it can be assumed that charging fees for an OA option is a promising business

model.

With regard to the journals’ publishers, Fig. 6 shows that there have been

considerable changes over the years. As we expected in our hypothesis H5 that the

best performing journals are not those from commercials publishers, journals from

university presses were leading until the early 2000s. Subsequently, journals from

non-commercial publishers took the lead and expanded it over time, while journals

with the lowest overall performance can be attributed to commercial publishers.

Thus, our results show that although large commercial publishers have great market

power, this is not reflected in the academic performance of their journals.

5.2 Discussion of the regression results

Our regression analysis provides no evidence that OA is significantly linked to

journal performance. This is in line with McCabe and Snyder (2015), according to

whom past studies have overestimated the effect of OA. Accordingly, only our

descriptive analysis supports hypothesis H3. In our sample for the year 2016,

however, we have only 16 journals that charge general submission fees, which we

compare with eight OA journals and 152 journals offering only part of their content

free of charge. This could limit the reliability of the results, but it at least shows that

the uncharged provision of selected journal content seems to be the preferred

business model, even though it does not make a meaningful contribution to

explaining the (long-term) academic performance.

Our explanatory variable submission fees has general fees as the reference

category, against which both journals requiring no submission fees at all or for an

OA option perform better. This is in line with our descriptive analysis and supports

hypothesis H4. The fact that a large majority of 133 journals demand fees for an OA

option limits the reliability of the regression results due to the small comparison

groups, but it also shows that this seems to be the preferred option.
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Finally, our regression results show that journals associated with non-commercial

publishers perform significantly better than those associated with commercial

publishers and university presses. One might have assumed that OA journals and

those offering at least selected content free of charge are particularly linked to non-

commercial publishers. This, however, cannot be confirmed by our data, as the

majority of the 134 journals in these categories are published by commercial

publishers.

5.3 Limitations and implications for further research

The present study has some limitations, from which implications for future research

can be derived. First, relatively little data are available for the first years of the

observation period, which affects the robustness of our descriptive results. Accord-

ingly, we recommend conducting studies based on a larger sample, for example by

including further disciplines. This leads to a further limitation, as our results may

contain discipline-specific effects. With data covering different disciplines, it would

be possible to control for corresponding effects in future research projects. However,

the literature does not indicate the existence of relevant discipline-specific differences

in our research context, so that we assume generalizability, but do not claim it.

Although the illustrations used are probably a good way of showing the evolution

of journal performance over time and correlations in the data, it is challenging to

take multidimensional influences into account. To control for different influencing

factors, we have additionally applied regression analyses. However, their applica-

tion possibilities are limited in the case of our study, especially since our

explanatory variables are time invariant (not by themselves, but because we do not

have the relevant data over time). Accordingly, we cannot make any claims about

causality, but can only show correlations between the variables of interest. For

future studies, we recommend examining more explanatory variables that change

over time, including aspects such as the average number of articles per issue and the

average number of authors per article. Then, approaches like the regression

discontinuity design could be used to look for causal effects.

Furthermore, a weakness can be seen in the measurement of the variable digital

services, in which the introduction of digital services was identified based on the

conversion of scanned articles to digital formats. There might be cases in which

articles were retroactively transferred to digital formats and put online, leading to

inaccuracies. To keep distortions to a minimum, we only included observations in

which no such indications could be found.

5.4 Implications for journals

In spite of the limitations mentioned above (Sect. 4.3), some implications for the

strategic management of academic journals can be derived from our investigation.

We already know from the existing literature that when submitting academic

articles to a journal, scholars pay a particular attention to aspects such as high

quality, high visibility, easy accessibility, and a fast publication process (Borgmann

2008; Solomon and Björk 2012). Accordingly, journals should try to optimise
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administrative processes without limiting the quality of the review process. The

review process is a relevant quality indicator and should therefore be well founded

and transparent. We also know from our research that journals that charge fees for

an OA option perform better than those charging general submission fees. To create

the financial resources for sound administrative processes while achieving high

accessibility and visibility, the introduction of fees for an OA option seems

recommendable. Of course, the business model of a journal and the publisher’s

requirements must be taken into account when considering such measures.

Especially for younger, less established journals, we recommend that they

observe the developments of the market, as major shifts have become apparent in

the past decades. Amongst these developments is the decreasing use of print

journals (Vaughan 2003) and the increasing preference of readers for online journals

(Williams et al. 2006). Our study has shown that there are relatively few SSCI-listed

online journals, so the market is not yet saturated. We expect that the combined

print and online offering of many established journals is a transitional solution as

long as the print editions generate revenue or help to maintain a higher reputation.

Finally, even though a large majority of journals are linked to commercial

publishers, our study has revealed that the most successful are those from non-

commercial publishers. Accordingly, we recommend that new journals in particular

do not necessarily concentrate on the large commercial publishers but also consider

non-commercial publishers or self-publishing.

6 Conclusions

This study examines factors that are related to the citation-based performance of

academic journals in the digital age. One contribution is the consideration of the

journal level, with which we address limitations of previous studies. Our results

reveal that less successful journals were the ones that pioneered the introduction of

digital services and have been able to lower the performance gap with their

competitors over time. However, our empirical analysis shows no significant

correlation between OA and citation-based performance indicators on the journal

level, which contradicts previous studies but is in line with McCabe and Snyder

(2015) as well as Wang et al. (2019). Furthermore, our results reveal that journals

which do not charge submission fees or only charge for an OA option perform better

than journals charging general submission fees. In accordance with our hypothesis

H5, we find that journals from non-commercial publishers perform better than those

linked to commercial publishers. Based on our data, we can show that print-only

offers are gradually disappearing from the market, whereas combined print and

online services seem to have become the standard. Although combined print and

online services appear to be a lucrative business for journals and their publishers,

the declining relevance of reference libraries as a means for accessing literature puts

into question how long this model will work.

Overall, our study provides detailed insights into the digitalisation of academic

journals and identifies relevant factors for explaining success in an increasingly

digitalised competitive environment.
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Appendix

Table 6 Summary statistics for the 147 journals included in the regressions (year 2016)

Mean SD Min Max No journals

Dependent variables

Immediacy index (5-year mean) 0.35 0.24 0.03 1.39 147

Impact factor (5-year mean) 1.92 1.35 0.06 8.01 147

Explanatory variables

Access category

No OA 0.09 0.28 0 1 147

OA (general) 0.05 0.21 0 1 147

OA for selected content 0.86 0.34 0 1 147

Digital services

First mover 0.08 0.27 0 1 147

Follower 0.53 0.50 0 1 147

Late mover 0.39 0.49 0 1 147

First edition (year) 1984.91 16.85 1917 2012 147

Journal category

Online 0.03 0.18 0 1 147

Online and print 0.97 0.18 0 1 147

Print

Publisher category

Commercial publisher 0.90 0.30 0 1 147

Non-commercial publisher 0.05 0.21 0 1 147

University press 0.05 0.23 0 1 147

Submission fees

No fees 0.15 0.36 0 1 147

General fees 0.01 0.12 0 1 147

Fees for OA 0.84 0.37 0 1 147
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